Provider Notice
Magellan of Virginia is pleased to announce an exciting new opportunity for providers, the
Independent Assessment, Certification and Coordination Team (IACCT), which will go-live
on January 1, 2017. On this date, Magellan will serve as a single point of entry for youth at
risk of admission to residential treatment. For all Medicaid funded residential admissions,
referrals must be made to Magellan and the Independent Assessment, Certification and
Coordination Team (IACCT) will assess medical necessity to determine the appropriate
level of care and coordinate as appropriate. This team will consist of various professionals
who will collaborate to provide assessments or assist in gathering medical and behavioral
health treatment records that will be used to fully assess the youth and family needs in
order to formulate a preliminary plan of care. The IACCT is essential in finding the most
clinically appropriate and least restrictive setting for the member. It will also ensure that
care is provided in a manner that best suits the needs of each youth and family, including
preferences related to provider location, specialties, spoken languages, gender, and cultural
aspects. Additionally, the IACCT will ensure family engagement in the decision making
process and throughout the course of treatment.
We are recruiting participation from our network of behavioral healthcare providers with
the following prior experience:
 Care coordination
 Diagnostic/psychosocial assessments
 Working with children and families
 Knowledge of Virginia’s system of care is preferable
Additionally, providers must meet the minimum requirements:
 Attend Magellan Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACES) training
 Currently hold or obtain Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths Assessment
(CANS) Certification
 Hold active licensure as a licensed mental health professional (LMHP) (cannot be
licensed eligible)
The reimbursement rates are as follows:
 Initial IACCT Process: $250
 Re-Assessment(s): $120
If you would like to contract for this service, please send your response to:
VANetworkQuestions@magellanhealth.com no later than December 14, 2016. Please be
advised IACCT contracting is subject to network availability. Also, mention “IACCT” and
your agency NPI in your email.
We encourage you to review information about IACCT posted on the Magellan of Virginia
website, including an introductory webinar regarding the process:
 Recorded Training: Private Provider IACCT Intro Webinar

*In Virginia, Magellan contracts as Magellan Healthcare, Inc., f/k/a Magellan Behavioral
Health, Inc., which is a subsidiary of Magellan Health, Inc.




IACCT FAQ Fact Sheet
IACCT Provider Communication: Provider Notice

Magellan of Virginia will host training sessions on December 9 and 12 for providers that
are interested in contracting to perform the activities of the IAACT. It is essential that
providers participate in this training. To review the communication and reserve your seat,
you may view the communication here: Live Training. This training will also be recorded
and posted for later viewing.
If you have any questions regarding this communication, please contact our customer
service line at 1-800-424-4046 or by submitting your question using the contact us link on
the Magellan of Virginia website. Thank you.

*In Virginia, Magellan contracts as Magellan Healthcare, Inc., f/k/a Magellan Behavioral
Inc., which is a subsidiary of Magellan Health, Inc.
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